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Abstract
An efficient method is presented to achieve 4T pixel dynamic

range extension whilst keeping the fixed pattern noise (FPN) low.
The method utilizes the floating diffusion node as a secondary
photocharge integration node with a partial reset applied to the
floating diffusion node. The output image signal is a recombina-
tion of the linear signal integrated in the photodiode node, and a
compressed signal integrated in the floating diffusion node. The
recombination algorithm suppresses the FPN stemming from the
variable transfer gate potential barrier height. An image sensor
array of 1344x1008 pixels was built in 0.11um technology. We
demonstrate the preservation of low light sensitivity of 4T pixels,
a dark noise of 3.5e-, and a dynamic range for the current sen-
sor of 115 dB, with potential to greatly exceed 120-dB. Further,
the FPN stemming from the transfer gate potential barrier height
variation does not degrade the image; the pixel compressive re-
sponse can be controlled on a per frame basis depending on the
scene, and the HDR scene is captured during one frame. The sen-
sor combines the properties that are crucial for automotive and
other machine vision applications.

Introduction
With reduction in pixel size driven by cost and camera size

constraints, the achieved dynamic range gets smaller due to the
reduction of the pixel’s full well capacity. The typical dynamic
range of linear image sensor pixels is below 80 dB, which is rather
low compared to the dynamic range of the scenes that can oc-
cur in automotive or surveillance applications. For example, the
dynamic range in night scenes with artificial illumination where
the luminance can range from 0.1 cd

m2 to 100 000 cd
m2 can exceed

120dB ([1]). Other examples of high dynamic range scenes in-
clude a car entering or exiting a tunnel or a garage.

Many approaches were proposed to extend the dynamic
range of image sensors [2]. Some dynamic range extension ap-
proaches, discussed below, are highly compatible with the main-
stream linear CMOS pixel technology. That allows implementa-
tion of miniature high dynamic range (HDR) image sensors at the
cutting edge of the pixel downscaling trend.

The simplest common method for HDR image acquisition
comprises combining several images taken in a linear mode at dif-
ferent exposure times. This approach requires little or no changes
to the typical image sensor architectures and works very well for
static or slow changing scenes. However, for scenes requiring
high frame rates, such as automotive scenes, ghosting artifacts
may appear because the images with different exposures are taken
at different times [3]. Practically, about 2 or 3 frames are used for
HDR image fusion, leading to a possible detail loss in the recon-
structed HDR image at the transition between exposures [4, 5].

Also, the multiple acquisition HDR approach has a reduced dark
performance due to gaps in the signal integration which occur dur-
ing a readout of low exposure frames. The ghosting artifacts can
be reduced by lowering the time gap between image acquisitions
using an additional in-pixel memory [6, 7], however, such in-pixel
memory is also practically limited to 2 or 3 frames due to pixel
fill factor constraints.

Another example of an image sensor dynamic range exten-
sion approach, highly compatible with the mainstream linear im-
age sensor technology, comprises a mosaic of neutral density fil-
ters placed on top of the pixel array [8]. It allows extension of the
dynamic range but sacrifices dark performance and lateral resolu-
tion.

Logarithmic sensors exploit a non-linear element connected
to the photocharge integrating node which defines the pixel com-
pressive response. These sensors can achieve dark sensitivity sim-
ilar to linear image sensors since they acquire the whole HDR im-
age during a single frame. However they suffer from increased
fixed pattern noise (FPN) in the logarithmic region and may re-
quire extensive calibration [9, 10, 11, 12].

The method of image sensor dynamic range extension, de-
scribed in the work of S. Decker et al [13], exploits partial reseting
of the 3T pixel sense node during the integration time. The reset
gate timing defines the pixel response function which can be tuned
to match the scene preserving image details over a wide range of
optical powers [5]. Dark sensitivity of the 3T pixels is not deteri-
orated since the HDR image is captured within one frame, there
are no large gaps in the integration of the photo signal that hap-
pen e.g. when the HDR image is obtained from multiple exposure
frames. Also, since no additional elements are added to the 3T
pixel, the pixel fill factor is not reduced comparing to the linear
pixel. Therefore, this approach could be well suited for applica-
tions like automotive that require an extended dynamic range, a
high sensitivity and a high framerate. However, the range exten-
sion concept described in [13] requires using a 3T pixel which has
inferior noise performance comparing to 4T pixels. Application
of this method to the most sensitive and widely used 4T pixels
is not straightforward but can be done as explained in the next
sections.

Partial reset dynamic range extension ap-
plied to 4T pixels

Figure 1 (a) shows a 4T pixel cross section and the cor-
responding potential diagram with a partial reset applied to the
photo charge integrating node PD using the transfer gate T X in
a similar way as described in [13]. During the exposure time the
reset gate potential RT is kept high so that the charge, overflow-
ing the transfer gate during the partial reset T X , is discarded into
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the supply terminal V dd. At the end of exposure time the signal
from the PD node is read out using a conventional 4T pixel read-
out method. This mode of operation allows for extension of the
dynamic range providing a flexible control of the pixel transfer
function as in [13]. The temporal noise performance of a 4T pixel
is preserved, however, the image fixed pattern noise turns out to
be significantly higher than typical FPN of image sensors based
on 3T pixels used in [13].

For the purpose of FPN comparison, the same 4T pixel was
configured in a 3T mode of operation as shown in Figure 1 (b):
the transfer gate T X potential was constantly set high and the re-
set gate RT was used to apply the partial reset to the photo charge
integrating node FD in a similar way as described in [13]. At
the end of exposure time, the signal is readout as a difference be-
tween the voltage integrated in the FD node and the reset voltage
of the FD node φR FD. In this mode of operation, the reset tem-
poral noise is not cancelled by the conventional 4T pixel readout
scheme.

The FPN comparison experiment was set up with the image
sensor illuminated using a uniform light source strong enough to
saturate the integrating potential wells with photo charge. Before
the readout, a partial reset using the transfer gate T X was applied
to the integrating node PD for the mode of operation illustrated
by Figure 1 (a) and a partial reset using the reset gate RT was
applied to the integrating node FD for the mode of operation il-
lustrated by Figure 1 (b). A series of frames were captured for
both modes of operation. FPN was estimated by calculating a
standard deviation over the averaged series of captured frames.
For the 4T mode of operation (Figure 1 (a)), the measured FPN
peaks at 6% of the full signal swing, while the measured FPN for
the 3T mode of operation (Figure 1 (b)) is below 1% of the full
signal swing. The increased FPN of the 4T mode can be explained
by the pixel to pixel variation of the partial reset potential barrier
bPR T X which is defined by the difference of the uncorrelated reset
potential φR PD and partial reset potential φPR T X . In contrast, in
the 3T mode shown in Figure 1 (b), the partial reset barrier bPR RT
is defined by the reset potential φR FD and partial reset potential
φPR RT which are highly correlated since they both are set by the
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Figure 1. Barrier height measurement: transfer gate (a) and reset gate (b)
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Figure 2. 4T pixel potential diagram operating in proposed HDR mode

same gate RT . Thus, the pixel to pixel variation of the partial reset
potential barrier bPR RT is much less compared to the variation of
bPR T X .

In this work, we propose a method of dynamic range ex-
tension that preserves the dark temporal noise performance of 4T
pixels while supressing the FPN stemming from the technological
variation of the transfer gate T X potential barrier and photodiode
reset potential.

FPN reduction method
The proposed method utilizes the floating diffusion node FD

as a secondary integrating node. The signal is split into two parts
by lowering the transfer gate T X potential barrier so that during
the exposure the charge can overflow from the photodiode po-
tential well PD to the floating diffusion potential well FD once
the photodiode potential well PD gets full. The reset gate RT
is used to apply partial resets to the floating diffusion node FD.
The signal split level, at which the overflow occurs, is not well
defined due to the technological variation, thus both PD and FD
signals contain a high amount of FPN. However, the total amount
of charge, integrated in both PD and FD nodes is independent of
this split level, and is, thus, free of FPN stemming from the tech-
nological variation of the transfer gate T X potential barrier and
photodiode reset potential φR PD. This concept is utilized in the
proposed FPN reduction method.

The potential diagram shown in Figure 2 illustrates the pro-
posed method of 4T pixel dynamic range extension under two il-
lumination conditions. In the low light conditions (Figure 2, (a)),
the pixel operation is not very different from the operation of a
linear sensor: the photo charge is integrated in the photodiode po-
tential well PD and, at the end of integration, this photo charge is
transferred to the floating diffusion FD for readout. Under high
light conditions (Figure 2, (b)), the photodiode potential well PD
gets filled and the photo charge overflows to the floating diffusion
FD where the integration continues in a non-linear way due to
partial resets bR (t) being applied to the floating diffusion node
FD using the reset gate RT . At the end of the integration time ,
the pixel’s select gate SX is activated and signal readout is done in
three steps: first the voltage of the floating diffusion VFD is sam-
pled, then, the floating diffusion node FD is reset by activating
the reset gate RT and the pixel reset voltage VR is sampled, and,
finally, the transfer gate T X is activated transferring all the charge
from the photodiode node PD to the floating diffusion FD and the
third sample of the pixel’s output VPD is acquired. The last two
steps of the readout constitute a typical correlated double sam-
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Figure 3. Timing diagram

pled readout of a linear sensor – the linear signal L is calculated
as a difference between the reset voltage VR and the last sample
VPD. The nonlinear compressed signal C is derived as a difference
between the reset voltage VR and the first sample VFD:

L =V R −VPD, C =V R −VFD (1)

Figure 3 shows a complete timing diagram of the 4T pixel
operating in the proposed HDR mode which can be logically di-
vided into reset, integration and readout phases. The operation
starts with a reset of the floating diffusion FD and the photodiode
PD: all the charge is cleared from the photodiode potential well
and the floating diffusion potential is set to the supply potential
minus a reset gate threshold voltage. At the end of the reset phase
the voltage of the reset gate RT is set to ground, and the transfer
gate T X is biased to some intermediate voltage, chosen such so
that the linear signal L saturates slightly below the saturation of
the signal chain.

The high dynamic range signal Sout is derived from the lin-
ear signal L and the compressed signal C as shown in equation
(2). For low optical power, when the linear signal L is below
saturation, the linear signal L propagates to the output Sout un-
changed, and the compressed signal C is ignored. Once the linear
signal L approaches saturation, it gets summed with a linearized
compressed signal C – this sum represents the total photo charge
detected by the pixel and thus it does not contain FPN of the trans-
fer gate potential barrier. Since the floating diffusion is slightly
light sensitive, an additional attenuation α is applied. Finally, the
signal gets compressed ( fR) to fit the bus bit width of the output
interface.

Sout =

{
fR
(
L+α · f−1 (C)

)
, if L > LTH

L, if L ≤ LTH
(2)

where f−1 is the inverse function to the compression func-
tion f which is defined by the partial reset barrier function bR(t),
LTH is a threshold value which is selected to be slightly below the
point where the linear signal saturates, and fR is the recompres-
sion function used fit the HDR signal into the limited bit width of
the output interface. In a general case, fR can be different from f .

Since the signal is integrated in two separate nodes, the ana-
lytical expression for the compression function f is different from
[5] and [13]. Figure 4 (a) shows photocurrent integration process
of the 4T pixel operating in the proposed mode for two partial re-
set pulses applied, and Figure 4 (b) shows a corresponding pixel
response with two knee points. For illustration purposes, it is best
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Figure 4. Signal integration (a) and pixel response (b)

to analyze the L+C signal – the compressed signal C can be put
on top of the linear signal L. The solid line in Figure 4 (a) rep-
resents a signal high enough to be affected by the second partial
reset. Integration starts at time treset with both L and C initialized
to zero. Once the linear signal saturates at time tsplit, the signal
overflows from the photodiode to the floating diffusion where the
photocurrent integration continues. The compressed signal satu-
rates at time tCsat where it stays saturated until the first partial reset
occurs at time treset +(T 0 −T1). The partial reset pulse applied to
the reset gate lowers the potential barrier adjacent to the floating
diffusion so that a signal above a certain level (B1, B2 . . . Bn)
leaks to the supply utill it reaches this level, and the signal below
this level (B1, B2 . . . Bn) remains unaffected. After integration
time T0 the signals L and C are sampled at time tsample. The levels
B1, B2 . . . Bn will be further referred to as partial reset heights; in
practice, their values can be measured by placing a partial reset at
a time very close to the readout time tsample.

The knee point position is determined by the partial reset
heights and partial reset barrier timings:

Ki =
Ti−1

Ti −Ti−1
(Bi−1 −Bi)+Bi−1, f or i ≥ 2 (3)

Formula (3) is valid only for the second or further kneep-
oints for which the partial reset potential barrier heights are de-
fined with respect to the floating diffusion reset voltage. The first
kneepoint is an exception because its knee point position is also
determined by the linear signal saturation:

K1 =
L+B1

T0 −T1
·T0 −L (4)

At each knee point the slope of the pixel’s response func-
tion changes by the ratio SRi of the effective integration times for
the segment before the knee point and the segment after the knee
point:

SRi =
Ti−1

Ti
, f or i ≥ 1 (5)

SRi and Ki are the required parameters for the linearization,
the high dynamic range signal H can be calculated using the for-
mula:

H = L+
N

∑
i=0

(
(Ki −Ki−1) ·

i

∏
j=0

SR j−1

)
+(C−KN) ·

N

∏
j=0

SR j , (6)
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where N is the index of the highest knee point which is below
signal C, Ki<1 = 0 and SRi<1 = 1.

The maximum achievable dynamic range is similar to the
maximum achievable dynamic range of the 3T based image sen-
sors [2]. The dynamic range extension factor can be approxi-
mately calculated as:

DRFmax ≈ 20 · log
CSAT −Kls

CSAT
· T0

Tls
(7)

where CSAT is a saturation level of the compressed signal,
Kls is the chosen position for the last knee point, Tls is the chosen
effective integration time for the last segment. For a practical case
of 30 frames per second, T0 = 33ms, CSAT−Kmax

CSAT
= 1

5 , Tls = 5us
the dynamic range extension factor can be as high as DRFmax ≈
62dB.

Experimental results
To test the proposed concept, an image sensor was designed

in CMOS CIS 0.11um technology. It contains a 1344x1008 array
of 4T pixels with 3.75um pixel pitch, 12 bit sigma-delta column
ADCs, a programmable partial reset sequencer for the pixel re-
sponse function definition, row SRAM for storing the L and C sig-
nals and digital logic circuits including a parallel video interface,
a timing generator, an image processing pipeline and a micro-
processor. The image processing pipeline contains dark current
correction, defect pixel correction, image statistics collection, 2D
filter cores, tone mapping blocks and DSP blocks for the HDR
recombination algorithm. The microprocessor can run algorithms
analyzing image statistics, automatically reconfiguring the image
partial reset sequencer and the array timing generator in real time
to achieve optimal exposure of the HDR scene fully exploiting the
flexibility of the partial reset approach.

Table 1 Summary of the image sensor performance

Technology 0.11um
Resolution 1344 x 1008 pixels
Chip size 8.4 x 9 mm
Pixel size 3.75 x 3.75 um
Maximum frame rate 45 frames per second
Linear dynamic range 67 dB
Dynamic range 115 dB
Total dark noise 3.5 e–

QE @ 535nm 44%
Conversion gain 71 uV/ e–

Power consumption 0.6W

Table 1 summarizes the sensor specifications. A low dark
noise of 3.5 e– was achieved along with a maximum dynamic
range of 115 dB. The achieved dynamic range extension factor is
limited by the continuously sampling delta-sigma ADC which re-
stricted the minimum possible partial reset time Tls to about 25us.
The floor plan of the sensor is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 6 shows a measured plot of average signal Sout and a
measured plot of FPN for the linear signal L, the compressed sig-
nal C and the output chip signal Sout as a function of the incident
optical power. The dynamic range of this configuration is about
115dB. The plot can be subdivided into 3 segments:

Figure 5. Image sensor floorplan

– linear segment is below linear signal saturation, the pure
linear signal is output with low FPN which has a typi-
cal increasing trend characterized by photo response non-
uniformity (PRNU);

– recombination segment is above the linear saturation where
the FPN of the linear and compressed signals spikes above
5%, however the output signal FPN is below 1%;

– compressed segment where FPN is below 1% and is mostly
defined by the FPN of the reset gate.

Figure 6. Measured FPN and Sout versus optical power
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Figure 7 shows a comparison of images of a dark scene and a
bright scene acquired using the image sensor operating in a linear
mode (a, d), dynamic range extension mode with partial resets
applied to the photodiode node (b, e, g) and the proposed method
(c, f, h). The images of the dark and bright scenes were taken with
exactly the same settings for each mode at the rate of 37 frames
per second.

For a better comparison, a gamma correction of 0.45 was
applied to the dark scene images (a, b, c) to make the dark details
more visible. All three methods exhibit equal performance for the
dark scenes, therefore, the low noise advantages of 4T pixel are
preserved.

The luminance of the brightest patches in the bright scene
was chosen to be 1.5 · 105 times higher than in the dark scene
(0.04 cd

m2 ), thus, the scene dynamic range was higher than 100dB.
The image (d), taken with an image sensor operating in linear
mode, is mostly saturated, thus the major part of the image is in
the non-linear region. The image (e) was acquired with a sensor
operating in the photodiode partial reset mode and the image (f)
was acquired with a sensor operating in the proposed mode. The
dynamic range extension settings were chosen to be quite close
for both methods as it can be seen from the images (e) and (f),
however, the noise level in (e) is visibly higher. For a better com-
parison, the part of the images, designated with a dash-dot rect-
angle, is magnified and shown in (g) and (h). As expected, FPN
of the image (h), acquired using the proposed method, is signifi-
cantly smaller than FPN of the image (g) acquired with a sensor
operating in a photodiode partial reset mode.

Conclusion
The proposed method of 4T pixel dynamic range extension,

utilizing the floating diffusion node as a secondary photo charge
integration node with a partial reset applied to it, is highly effec-
tive at cancelling the transfer gate FPN. An image sensor array of
1344x1008 pixels built in 0.11um technology demonstrated the
feasibility to combine the properties that are crucial for automo-
tive and other machine vision applications: low light sensitivity
preservation of 4T pixels, a dark noise of 3.5e-; a dynamic range
for the current sensor of 115 dB, that has the potential to greatly
exceed 120 dB.
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Figure 7. Comparison of the partial reset dynamic rage extension methods: a, d - linear mode, b, e, g - partial reset is applied to the photodiode, c, f, h -

proposed method
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